The Master of Business Administration program (Master of Business Administration in Management program in New York) blends management theory with real-world applications, emphasizing practical skills and concepts businesses demand from management professionals. Providing a comprehensive business education, the program is designed to enable students to develop management expertise and advance their knowledge and skills in areas such as corporate management, directing cross-disciplinary endeavors and integrating functions across the business enterprise.

In New York, DeVry University operates as DeVry College of New York. DeVry University is accredited by The Higher Learning Commission (HLC), www.hlcommission.org. Keller Graduate School of Management is included in this accreditation. DeVry is certified to operate by the State Council of Higher Education for Virginia. Arlington Campus – 2430 Crystal Dr, Arlington, VA 22202. DeVry University is authorized for operation by the THEC. www.thec.virginia.gov

The rapidly expanding world of information systems management, strategic professionals need to demonstrate both leadership ability and technical competencies. Our MBA with a concentration in Information Systems Management allows you to earn the credentials you may need to succeed in this exciting field.

You may choose to explore such topics as implementing computer networks, upgrading information systems, maintaining networks and acquiring and deploying new technologies and software.

Graduates of the MBA program concentrating in Information Systems Management may consider career fields such as information systems analysis and management, and database management, to name a few.